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VERSO DESIGN LAUNCHES NEW PRODUCTS AT FORMEX
VERSO DESIGN, one of the leading contemporary Finnish design brands, launches a number of 
new products at FORMEX (Stockholm, 13 – 16 August, 2014).

PRODUCT LAUNCHES 08/2014
TIKAS SHELF
The new TIKAS (='ladder') Shelfcan be attached to the Tikas ladder very
simply with two S-hooks. The package includes 1 shelf, 2 S-hooks for the
shelf and 3 additional S-hooks for hanging other things on the ladder.
Design: Thomas Burman
Material: birch, stainless steel  /  Size: 54 x 12 x 2 cm  /  MSRP: €39.90

OKSA KEY RACK
The OKSA (='branch') Key Rack is 30cm wide and made of birch wood. It 
comes with 4 key rings made of 100% wool felt. 
Design: Tuttu Sillanpää
Material: birch, wool felt  /  Width: 30 cm  /  MSRP: €32.90

ILMA SERVING TRAY
The light and airy design of the ILMA ('air') serving tray makes it perfect
for serving cheese and crackers, and can also be used as a cutting
board.
Design: Tuuli Burman, Thomas Burman
Material: natural birch (untreated)  /  Size: 22 x 44 cm /  MSRP: €54.90

LEIJA LINEN TOWELS
LEIJA (='kite') Linen Towels are made of washed 
100% linen. They are sold in sets that include two
matching towels: natural linen & green, orange & 
blue and white & grey.
Stitching with the opposite color along the edge 
completes the simple yet refined look.
Design: Tuuli Burman, Tuttu Sillanpää
Material: 100% linen  /  Size: 44 x 56 cm
MSRP: €29.90

NEW SIZES, NEW COLORS
In addition to new products, a new size is added in the LASTU Birch Basket collection and a new 'blueberry 
blue' felt color is introduced for the fall/winter 2014 season.

VERSO DESIGN – THE COMPANY
Verso Design was established in 1997 by mother and daughter duo Kirsikka Savonen and Tuttu Sillanpää. 
Tuuli Burman, Tuttu's sister, soon joined the company. The Verso Design product range consists of high 
quality home furnishings and interior design products.

All designers working with Verso Design often draw inspiration from nature. Natural materials are always 
preferred and functional and beautiful products are the result of merging traditional Finnish design with 
contemporary shapes.
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